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IntermedIate 16

The Moroccan city of Tangiers sits at a crossroads of civilisations between 
east and west – the closest African city to Europe, it has supported a mix-
ture of cultures that since the fourth century BC have included Phoenicians, 
Romans, Berbers, Vandals, Arabs, Portuguese, Spanish, English and French.  
More recently, from 1923 to 1956, because of its status as an International 
Zone, Tangiers became a destination for a number of writers and artists from 
all over the world: Henri Matisse, Jean Genet, Paul Morand, Truman Capote, 
Paul Bowles, Samuel Beckett, Tennessee Williams.  

Today, however, the city is in danger of becoming dispossessed of its mythical 
past through years of rapid urban development which have seen the city’s ar-
chitectural heritage being largely destroyed or abandoned, and which in turn 
have created a kind of semantic gap in its residents’ abilities to comprehend or 
appreciate architectural reference.    

This year Intermediate 16 will explore positive transformation strategies to re-
vive this architectural heritage, continuing similar strategies we adopted last 
year in Paris.  By exploring a sort of archaeology of the future, students will be 
invited to look for the origins of forms, researching reminiscences from the 
multitude of cultures that once sustained the city.  More specifically, each stu-
dent will choose a representative existing building and will transform it into 
a new institution, either cultural or educational (theatre, museum, university, 
library, etc), with complex programmatic scenarios to allow creative hybridisa-
tion and urban renewal.  

These buildings themselves will have emerged out of research into four areas 
within the city: the Kasbah, the old modern city, the Medina and the port of 
Tangiers opposite the Strait of Gibraltar.  The hope is that through the resulting 
large-scale models, collages and material experiments, students will learn to 
understand architecture’s ability to create new forms of space-making that 
are inspired by strong historical and cultural narratives.

selinA ZhAng «BAng BAng 2016-2017»
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I_ ExplorIng TangIErs

«If I said that Tangiers struck me as a dream city, I should mean it in the strict sense. Its topography was 
rich in prototypal dream scenes: covered streets like corridors with doors opening into rooms on each 
side, hidden terraces high above the sea, streets consisting only of steps, dark impasses, small squares 
built on sloping terrain so that they looked like ballet sets designed in false perspective, with alleys 
leading off in several directions.» 

Paul Bowles, ‘Image of Tangiers’, Autobiography, 1972
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UrBan ConsTEllaTIon

_ exploring tAngiers

We propose to work on the cartography of Tangiers, superimposing a new ur-
ban weave on the existing city, with strategically-arranged hubs creating a 
network of visual connection which will intensify connections within the city 
and revivify it like one of Deleuze’s rhizomes: the organisation of this nodal 
fabric does not follow a line of hierarchical subordination, but allows for the 
reciprocal influence of each element on the others.

These hubs correspond to existing historical buildings in need of transforma-
tion, to be chosen by students at four strategic sites: the Medina, the Kasbah, 
the old Modern City and the port.  The sites constitute an archipelago of is-
lands in the city, with reference to the metaphorical approach of Ungers (Ber-
lin: A Green Archipelago, 1977), who selected distinct urban forms in the Berlin 
metropolis which were transformed into an Archipelago of islands, and saw 
them as a potential receptacle of more or less utopian projects.

The different hubs of urban polarity initiated by this new network will be 
points of intensity in the city, joined by paths and visual connections.  They will 
constitute a projected cartography for the transformation of Tangiers by the 
students in our Unit.

The four strategic islands of Tangiers, from North to South and from West to 
East, will be analysed according to their density, traffic flow, public spaces, ur-
ban morphology and notable buildings, in order to identify the fragilities in the 
urban fabric needing strengthening as well as the potential for transforming 
abandoned heritage.

guy DeBorD «the nAkeD city»

finn geipel, giuliA AnDi, grAnD pAris/Métropole Douce, 2010

frAnZ osWAlD, peter BAccini, 
DiAgrAMMe De lA ville réseAu 1998

constAnt, fABric Design J, 1956
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CITIEs wIThIn ThE CITy

_ exploring tAngiers

sITE1: 
a CITy aBoVE ThE CITy: ThE KasBah – panoraMas anD UrBan wInDows

Built at the summit of Tangiers, the Kasbah is a city within the city, fortified 
and protected by a high wall pierced by great urban gates. Insular and isolated, 
it contains a maze of sloping streets which serve traditional houses, palaces, 
public buildings and squares with views overlooking the terraces of Tangiers.
Today the Kasbah constitutes a unique piece of heritage perched above Tan-
giers, but stuck in time and abandoned due to its being detached from the 
urban and social activity of the city. Access gates to the Kasbah: Bab El Assa,  
Bab El Marchan.
Historic buildings to reinvent: The Mechouar and its square, The Treasury (Bit 
El Mal), Dar El Makhzen (the former Sultan’s palace).

sITE 2:
anoThEr IslanD: ThE MEDIna

The Medina is a labyrinthine urban typology protected by ramparts, structured 
by commercial arteries which define places of exchange and sociability such 
as the little Socco and the Great Socco, a kind of cosmopolitan forum for the 
city.
The compositional principles which distinguish these two urban entities are: 
An urban morphology made up of intense masses and voids, The ‘walledness’ 
and enclosure as a spatial element, The relation to the sky and lack of horizon 
Internal landscapes: introversion of the built fabric, Perception and emotion 
as means of urban discovery, Contrast in all its forms as sensory stimulation: 
Dilation/contraction, light/shade, brutality of external walls/sophistication 
of internal, materials, minerality of streets/greenery of secret gardens – and 
sound: noise on the outside and silence inside. 
Like the Kasbah, the Medina is in need of new urban polarities which can 
reintegrate it into the dynamic circuit of the city. Potential urban polarities to 
explore in the Medina:The little Socco: heart of the old city and former Roman 
forum.

yto BArrADA «riffs» 2011

AlBert MArquet , tAngiers1913

tAngiers kAsBAh

MeDinA  of tAngiers

tAngiers MeDinA
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The Medina and the Kasbah alike are urban fragments which have become 
impoverished, as the habitat there is very dilapidated, distant from the city’s 
infrastructure and facilities, turning into a refuge for poorer social classes who 
settled there during the rural exodus.
We shall study different approaches to getting away from this insularity: the 
urban conception developed by Michel Ecocard for the new city of Casablanca, 
in which the City is a complex socio-spatial reality rather than a combination 
of functional zones.
Ecochard develops the concept of neighbourhood, borrowing theories deve-
loped in the English-speaking world such as the neighbourhood unit of Cla-
rence Perry (1872-1944) and the neighbourhood centre of Clarence Stein 
(1882-1975), two urbanists who worked on the theory of garden cities and 
neighbourhood units.
In a circular arrangement, Ecochard conceives a quarter with several neighbou-
rhood units arranged in a hierarchical composition.  Neighbourhood units are 
composed of dwellings and local services, sharing public facilities and admi-
nistrative, social and cultural infrastructure (health centre, police station, per-
formance spaces, schools, etc) as well as public places, small squares and 
gardens.
To revitalise the Medina and the Kasbah, we will create new urban polarities 
in situ – a social and cultural fabric to reinvent this notion of neighbourhood.

constAnt, neW BABylon pAris 1963

ecochArD, 1950 orgAnisAtion scheMe of A
  MoroccAn  District -cAsABlAncA

ThE ConCEpT of nEIghBoUrhooD

eDuArDo chilliDA,  BeltZA serie 1969

tAngiers, the kAsBAh plAce

tAngiers kAsBAh, el AssA gAte
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hIghlIghTIng ThE ExCEpTIonal

_ exploring tAngiers

sITE 3 & sITE 4:
ThE olD MoDErn CITy anD ThE harBoUr

The urban evolution of Tangiers outside its walls and ramparts was 
accelerated by its status as an International Zone from 1923 to 1956.  The 
mixing of architectural styles characterises the old Modern Tangiers, with its 
constructions dating from the second half of the 19th to the 20th century and 
Arab-Andalusian, Moorish, Art Nouveau, Colonial, Art Deco and modern 
influences.
Property speculation and the lack of a driving vision for urban development 
have led to an accelerated, chaotic mutation in the landscape, with generic, 
repetitive constructions which lead to uniformity in the urban fabric and mask 
exceptional buildings.
In Tangiers, the degradation of heritage is manifest in notable buildings such 
as the Gran Teatro Cervantes (built in 1913), the Maison de la Dette (Dar As 
Salaf, built 1910), the Harris  villa and its park, the Plaza de Toros, the Welcome 
villa known as Monopolio, the Alcazar  cinema, the Hotel Cecil (the oldest hotel 
in Tangiers, built in 1890) and also the unusual streets which are part of the 
collective memory of Tangiers such as the rue d’Italie, the rue de Tétouan, the 
rue Salah-eddine Ayyoubi, the boulevards Liberté and Pasteur, and the Great 
Socco square. The municipal beach’s promenade and sea-bathing fabric have 
also been abandoned.

How can we reintegrate these exceptional buildings into the urban fabric and 
create polarities to generate a positive transformation of the surrounding pu-
blic space?
How can we reintroduce spaces for collective appropriation of the city, and 
new human institutions to create points of reference against this uniformity?

cervAntes theAter 1913

toros plAZA

 front De Mer BoulevArD 1994

pAsteur BoulevArD 1994
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II_ TransforMIng TangIErs

selinA ZhAng 2017-2018
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CrEaTIVE hyBrIDIsaTIon

All the endangered heritage of the city will form the field for our Unit’s research 
and investigation.  We will study its potential for transformation into public 
facilities with a cultural or university purpose, so as to breathe new uses into 
it and recreate a social fabric for exchanges and institutions to structure the 
life of the city.

The programmes we envisage are: Theatres, Museums, Libraries, Universities.  
These institutions need to be imagined and re-questioned in a way which is 
coherent with the local social, political and economic fabric.

Students will carry out a programmatic reflection, appropriate to each site, to 
identify development strategies for each of the islands in the Tangiers Archi-
pelago and their possible connections through new public spaces which need 
to be created.

What is at stake is that all the students’ projects will form a new urban constel-
lation in which their buildings act as catalysts.

They will be visually connected or linked by urban infrastructure (pedestrian 
streets, squares, cycle lanes, funiculars) to stimulate intersticial meeting and 
exchange places across the whole city.

MArcus yAu 2017-2018

kAtArZynA AnnA lengieWicZ 2017-2018

kAtArZynA AnnA lengieWicZ 2017-2018

selinA ZhAng 2017-2018

_ trAnsforMing tAngiers
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BUIlDIng a narraTIVE

_ trAnsforMing tAngiers

Tangiers is the theatre of numerous mythical stories and mythological crea-
tures including Baal Merkart, the Phoenician god who is said to have created 
the Strait of Gibraltar by separating its two sides; Hercules, the Greek demi-
god who lived in the caves of Hercules (near Tangiers) after beating the giant 
Antaeus; the Greek hero Odysseus, who according to the Odyssey stopped off 
at Tangiers. The Myth of Tangiers is also founded on its symbiotic relationship 
with the artists the city has inspired, and who in return have transfigured it in 
their works.

It would be interesting to study how Tangiers, as a place, has been a deter-
mining agent of this crystallisation/inspiration which has marked painters, 
directors and writers, and nourished their imagination. We invite students to 
enter into this myth, to be inspired by the city, and in return to participate in 
and pursue its transformation in an interactive process.

The unit will share a specific filmography on Tangier and an iconography of art 
works that could be used as a common ground: 
Loin by Andre Techiné (2001),  The Sheltering Sky by Bernardo Bertolucci (1990, 
inspired by a Paul Bowles story),  and The Prince Who was a Thief by Rodolphe 
Maté (1951), Matisse, Francis Bacon, Claudio Bravo, Nicolas De Stael, Jacques 
Majorelle  paintings, Yto Barrada photographs.

Students will look to these images to amass a kind of personnal alphabet. The 
collected images will be used «to test possible dialogues and formal arrange-
ments.» (Bas Pincen, the construction of an image, 2016)

The narrative will be used to enrich students projects, and to give them a 
contextual and dreamlike specificity.

«interior tAngiers, eugene DelAcroix 1832

«the sheltering sky» BernArDo Bertolucci 1990

kAsBAh tAngiers MAtisse 1912

the MeDinA tAngiers, eugene DelAcroix  1932

the MeDinA tAngiers, eugene DelAcroix  1932
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lEarnIng froM ThE VErnaCUlar

_ trAnsforMing tAngiers

To begin with, we wish to develop work on identifying architectonic elements 
which constitute the architectural repertory of traditional historical buildings 
in the city of Tangiers.
The Riad – traditional house with patio
The Medersa – traditional typology of a school and place of collective learning
The Mosque and its spatial hypostyle typology: repetition of a structural ele-
ment and absence of limits The Caravanserail – traditional building which 
serves to accommodate merchants in cities, with a two-part structure of 
stores on the ground floor and rooms above, typology organised around an in-
ternal courtyard.

Vernacular architecture has much to teach us in its sensual materiality, its 
traditional methods (wood, brick, plaster, lime, leather, textile, stone, zellij), its 
use of colour, its architectonic components such as doors and the symbolism 
of thresholds, chicanes (indirect entrances) as spatial elements, hierarchy of 
circulation, walledness and enclosures which delimit the bustan – the internal 
garden – and frame the sky. We will decompose these essential elements so 
as to reinvent them and restructure them in a dynamic of transformation.

Far from any tabula rasa, we are interested in all the existing cultures; we want 
to put the local community centre stage and engage in dialogue, making room 
for the eclectic, mixing local craft and innovative techniques to give increased 
soul to our spaces. Our process of transforming the obsolete heritage of Tan-
giers will use contrast, quotation and anachronism in a “Mix and Match” spirit, 
to offer a re-reading of the city’s architectural and cultural inheritance.

We will make significan reference to architects such as Caruso Saint John (Ly-
cée Hotelier de Lille), Carlo Scarpa (Castelvecchio Museum Verona), Luis Bar-
ragan (Casa Gilardi, Mexico City), Rem Koolhas (Casa de la Musica in Porto).

DAr-BAthA  MuseuM fes

MeDersA Bou inAniA De Meknes

reM koolhAAs cAsA DellA MusicA porto

cAsA gilArDi luis BArrAgAn
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fIElD TrIp 

We will investigate the city of Tangiers, walking through the cultural strata of 
the city, and exploring its topography.  We will follow in the steps of Paul Bowles 
in search of secret places, belvedere terraces over the city, stair-streets which 
offer unexpected scenographies.

We will feel the richness and variety of atmospheres in the city through the 
souks, the Medina, the Kasbah and the new city.

We will explore the city’s landscapes, notably its exceptional bay on the Strait 
of Gibraltar, a mythical meeting-place between the Mediterranean Sea and 
the Atlantic Ocean.

We will have seminars with local experts, who will explain to us the develop-
ments currently taking place in the city, particularly the ports of Tanger Med 
(Jean Nouvel and Odile Decq) and Tanger Ville.

We will also visit the town of Tétouan, whose Medina (a UNESCO World Heri-
tage site) contains traditional buildings such as historical zaouïas, hammams, 
ovens and silos which have kept their authenticity and are still operating.
We will cross the Strait and visit Gibraltar to get another point of view on 
Tangiers.

TEChnICal sTUDIEs

Inter Unit 16 will work on the transformation of existing buildings. All kind of 
transformations will be explored: superimposition, juxtaposition, insertion, 
using innovative structural methods that will be developped for Technical stu-
dies. 
TS research will also be focused on contextual envelopps and skins adapted 
for Tangiers Climate as well as material and construction possibilities drawn 
from the richness of local culture.

the cAves of hercules, tAngiers

christiAn kereZ  culturAl center cBD
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UnIT worK
TErM1 - ExplorIng ThE CITy 
Monday 25th september / friday 15th December 2017
week 01/  25th september - 29th september : 
Unit introduction

week 02/  2nd october -  6th october :  
Cartography of Tangiers

week 03/  9th october - 13th october: 
Mapping the 4 strategic areas of the City I

week 04/  16th october - 20th october: 
Mapping the 4 strategic areas of the City II- Pin-Up

week 05/ 23th october - 27th october :  
seminar one.
The Modernization of Casablanca- guest lecture.

week 06/ 30th october - 3rd november : 
Unit Trip to Tangiers

week 07/ 6th november - 10th november 
Unit Workshop-

week 08/  13th november - 17th november
The Concept of Neighbourhood- Pin Up

week 09/  20th november - 24th november
Highlighting the Exceptional- Pin Up

week 10/  27th november - 1st December
Project1-Urban Constellation-Modeling Workshop 

week 11/ 4th December - 8th December 
Project1-Urban Constellation-Individual Tutorials

week 12/ 11th December - 15th December
project1-final review

TErM2 - TransforMIng ThE CITy
Monday 8th January / friday 23rd March 2018
week 01/  8th January - 12th January
Workshop: Programmatic Reflection

week 02/15th January - 19th January
seminar two: The poetic of transformation.
Each student will analyse the strategies of transformation of the 
projects listed below.
Carlo Scarpa-Foundation Querini Stampalia- Venise
Carlo Scarpa- CastelvecchioMuseum- Verone 
Souto de Moura-Pousada Santa Mario de Boura- Amares
Architekten DeVylder Vinck Tallieu- Twiggy House- Gand
Caruso Saint John- international Highschool-Lille 
51N4E- C MINE-Genk
51N4E-Buda Art Center- Courtrai 
Herzog et De Meuron- Elbe Phillarmonie- Hambourg
Jean Nouvel-Opera de Lyon

week 03/ 22nd January - 26th January
Project 2 development-Pin Up

week 04/ 29th January - 2nd february
Project 2 development-Building a narrative

week 05/ 5th february - 9th february
Project 2 development-Individual Tutorials

week 06/ 12th february - 16th february
Project 2 development-Modeling Workshop 
Ts option1: Interim Juries

week 07/ 19th february - 23rd february
project 2 development-review of work

week 08/ 26th february - 2nd March
Project 2 development-Individual Tutorials
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UnIT worK

week 09/ 5th March - 9th March
Project 2 development-Individual Tutorials
Ts option1: final submissions

week 10 12th March - 16th March
project 2 development-2nd year previews

week 11 19th March - 23rd March
project 2 development-3rd year previews

TErM3 - TransforMIng ThE CITy (cont.)
Monday 23rd april / friday 22nd June 2018

week 01/  23rd april - 27th april 
Project 2 development -Learning from the vernacular
seminar 3/4: architectonic elements of Traditionnal buildings.
The Vernacular in contemporary architecture.
Each student will choose one historical building from the list below.
Identify essential building elements and analyse the building in 
terms of typology, proportions, spatial and sensual perception, ma-
teriality, colors, sun patterns, lightness and darkness.

Ben Youssef Medersa, Marrackech
Bou inania Medersa, Fez
Cordoba Mosque, Cordoba
Alhambra Palace, Granada
El Bahia Palace, Marrackech

Rem Koolhas, Casa de la Musica, Porto
Architekten DeVylder Vinck Tallieu -Les ballets C  de la B- Gand
Alvar Aalto, Villa Mairea
Luis Barragan, Casa Gilardi, Mexico City

week 02/  30th april - 4th May
Project 2 development -Drawing Workshop-Individual Tutorials

week 03/  8th May - 11th May 
Project 2 development -Drawing Workshop-Pin up

week 04/14th May - 18th May 
Project 2 development -Model Workshop-Individual Tutorials

week 05/ 21th May - 25th May 
project 2 final review

week 06/ 29th May - 1st June 
2nd Year end of Year Practice
3rd Year end of Year Practice

week 7 4th June - 8th June 
2nd year End of year reviews

week 8 11th June - 15th June
Intermediate part I final check

week 9 18th June - 22nd June
End of year Exhibition
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